2019 SURF Poster Score Sheet

Poster ID#: __________ Evaluator’s Name: ______________________

STUDENT MUST BE PRESENT TO BE EVALUATED!

Score each on a 7-point Likert Scale: 1-Beginning … 4-Satisfactory … 7-Mastery

Your evaluation will be used to determine the top poster presentation awards. Please provide the most objective evaluation.

Poster Content (21 pts)

1) Problem Statement/Objectives/Hypothesis ______/7
   - Is the background well-structured and clearly explained? Are previous works properly cited?
   - Is the motivation for the research clearly addressed? Does the presenter adequately explain the importance or impact of the research? (Abstract optional)
   - Is the problem well formulated and clearly explained?
   - Are the objectives stated? Is the hypothesis clearly stated?

2) Results & Analysis ______/7
   - Are the methods and their relevance to the research problem clearly explained?
   - Are the findings summarized clearly and with appropriate images, tables, and plots?
   - If actual results are not available, are expected results discussed?

3) Conclusions ______/7
   - Are the conclusions tied to the problem statement?
   - Do the conclusions make sense based on the results obtained?
   - Do they address the previously stated hypothesis?

Points: _______/21

Poster Presentation (21 pts)

1) Presentation Skills ______/7
   - Is the presenter enthusiastic and prepared to answer questions?
   - Does the presenter discuss the research in a manner that is easily understood?
   - Does the presenter use appropriate volume, pace, and eye contact?

2) Organization ______/7
   - Is the content of the poster (e.g., the headings, text, charts, figures, tables) logically organized, labeled, and easy to follow?

3) Aesthetics ______/7
   - Is the poster well designed and easy to read (font size, images, use of color, etc.)?

Points: _______/21

TOTAL POINTS: _______/42